
Simplify the workplace experience for employees and guests by letting them know exactly 
where and how to store their belongings for the day.  

As offices become more flexible than ever before, many organizations are thinking about the 
best ways to support a dynamic office. Storage, and specifically how and where employees can 
secure their personal belonging during the workday, become increasingly important. 

ROL i/O solutions for Lockers and Storage helps to simplify your employees’ and guests’ work-
place experience. Users can find, reserve and locate an available locker before they arrive, 
when they arrive or once they’re already in the office. 

No additional hardware is required, and the solution works with the storage you already have. 

Flexibility is key
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Lockers and  
Storage

Smart Locks are a great solution for the 
way people work today and can extend the 
life of the furniture your organization has  
already invested in.

Smart Locks can be installed on new lock-
ers or are an easily upgrade to existing 
keyed or digital locks that your organization 
already has.

Where can office-centric workers store 
their gym bag for the day? Where can  
remote workers store their overnight bag 
while they’re collaborating with colleagues?

Smart Locks integrate into the ROLio  
system, allowing users to not only find and 
reserve lockers, but also access them us-
ing their phone – no RFID cards or guest  
badges required. 

Smart Lock Easy yet secure access to stor-
age space is critical, especially when it 
comes to shared storage in common areas, 
like lockers or cubbies.
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Cut sheet

LocksTM

ROL i/O Cut Sheet:
xxx-xxxx | xxxx-xx Version 1.0

Smart Lock allows employees and guests to lock and unlock storage with their phone. When integrated into the ROL i/O system, Smart 
Locks give approved admins real-time control of lock settings as well as access to data on usage.

A user-friendly Smart Lock that is compatible with ROL Intelligent Office

+ BLE Access + Easy to install on new lockers/ 

simple tp upgrade existing keyed or 

digital locks already in use 

+ Choice of mounting positions 

+ Compatible with ROL i/O system

+ Metal storage 

+ Laminate storage

Statement of Line Features Compatability
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      Enable users and guests to user their 
phones to lock and unlock storage via BLE. 
With ROL i/O integration, users can find and 
reserve lockers in advance.

     Authorized users have access to the Admin 
portal to change settings for the entire office 
or specific lockers and have them effective 
immediately – no programming keys required.

     Lock settings are managed in the ROL i/O 
system, not the lock itself, so lock rules and 
preferences can be updated as frequently as 
needed.



Technical  
Specifications

LocksTM

ROL i/O Product Sheet:
LOC-2020 | 2020-10 Version 2.0

Weight (lock & pin) 155 grams / 0.34 pounds

Width 76 millimeters/ 2.95 inches

Connectivity RFID (13.56MHz) Mobile App (BLE)

Color Clean black - RAL 9005

Power LR03/AAA (4pcs)

Height 76 millimeters / 2.95 inches
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